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Artificial intelligence (AI)

o The term AI is applied when a device mimics cognitive functions, such as learning and
problem solving.

o AI refers to a field of computer science dedicated to the creation of systems
performing tasks that usually require human intelligence, branching off into different
techniques.

Presapaneetal.2018.AIinmedicalimaging.Threatoropportunity?Radiologistsagainattheforefrontofinnovationinmedicine. 3



History of AI
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History of AI – 1956 Dartmouth College, New Hampshire
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“We propose that a two-month, ten-man study of artificial

intelligence be carried out during the summer of 1956 at

DartmouthCollege inHanover,NewHampshire. The study is to

proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of

learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be

so precisely described that amachine canbemade to simulate
it. An attemptwill bemade to find how tomakemachines use

language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of

problemsnowreserved for humans, and improve themselves…

”
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1950-Alan Turing 
‘’Computing machinery 
and intelligence’’ asks 
‘’Can machines think?’’

1956-birth of AI by 
John McCanthyat 
DarmouthCollege

1959-AI Laboratory 
founded at MIT

1975-MYCIN a 
system that diagnoses 
bacterial infections 
and recommends 
antibiotics, is 
developed

1989-NASA’s 
AutoClassprogram 
used to discover ne 
classes of stars

1997- IBM’s Deep 
Blue beats world 
champion Garry 
Kasparov at chess

2002-Amazon 
replaces human 
editors with an 
automated system

2011-Apple release 
Sirl, a personal voice 
agent

2016-Google’s 
AlphGodefeats
Lee Sedol, one of 
the world’s leading 
Go playesrs
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Chess
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Chess – Man vs. Machine
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19/9/2019 The History Of Computer Chess: Bobby Fischer vs The Machine - Chess.com

https://www.chess.com/video/player/the-history-of-computer-chess-bobby-fischer-vs-the-machine 1/2

Περισσότερα από IM DanielRensch

The History Of Computer Chess Learn To Play Chess960 (Fischer

t Ἐ y7 q3 ·

D. Bronstein vs. M20 (1963)

R. Fischer vs. Greenblatt (1977)



Gary Kasparov vs. Deep Blue 1997
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«I have been cheated» 

o Thechampion's reactionafter theendof thegamewas furious.

o Heclaimed thathewas cheatedand that itwasa "dirty game".

o He characterized the computer's move not to take the pawn as "human",
with imaginationandcreativity.
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Examples of AI in daily life
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Machine Learning (ML)

o ML describes a subfield of AI that includes all those approaches that allow computers
to learn from data, to make and improve predictions (for example cancer) without
being explicitly programmed.

o Example: Patients can be stratified into categories by ML clustering methods that find
similarities between individuals, without the ML system being instructed on specific
characteristics (Letzenetal. 2019.The roleofAI in InterventionalOncology:APrimer)
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Input image
Compute 

descriptive 
features

Train a 
classifier Output

Machine and Deep Learning in Radiology, M. De Bruijne, https://www.maiesr.org/recorded-lectures/ 16



Deep Learning (DL)

o Deep learning is a subset of ML where artificial neural networks, algorithms inspired
by the human brain, learn from large amounts of data.

o Similarly to how we learn from experience, the deep learning algorithm would
perform a task repeatedly, each time tweaking it a little to improve the outcome.
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Input 
image Output

Layers

1st layer
Recognizes edges 

and shapes 2nd layer
Identifies more complex shapes 
and features such as nose and 

ears 

3rd layer
Final prediction 
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o 36patientswithhepatocellularcarcinoma(HCC) treatedwithtransarterialchemoembolization

o MRIwasobtainedbeforeand1monthafter transarterialchemoembolization.

o Clinical information, baseline imaging, and therapeutic features were used to train logistic regression
(LR)andrandomforest (RF)models topredictpatientsas treatmentrespondersornonresponders.

o Both LR andRFmodels predicted transarterial chemoembolization treatment responsewith an overall
accuracyof78%.

o Transarterial chemoembolization outcomes in patients with HCC may be predicted pre-
procedurally by combining clinical patient data and baselineMR imaging with the use of AI and
MLtechniques.
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o The study used a retrospectively identified cohort of 110 patients undergoing endovascular
thrombectomyforacute ischemicstroketreatment to trainaregressiontreemodel thatcanpredict90-
daymodifiedRankinScale (mRS)scores.

o The identifiedalgorithm, termedSPOT,wascomparedwithotherdecision treesandregressionmodels,
andthenvalidatedusingaprospectivecohortof36patients.

o Performance of SPOT was significantly better than results obtained using National Institutes of Health
StrokeScalescore,AlbertaStrokeProgramEarlyCTscore,orpatients’baselinedeficits.

o SPOT isauseful tool todeterminewhichpatients toexcludefromendovascular thrombectomy.
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o Supervised machine learning model separated the lesions with fractional flow reserve ≤0.80 versus
>0.80withoverallaccuracyof82%inthetestset.

o The angiography-based ML model shows good diagnostic performance for identifying ischemia-
producing lesionsandmayreducefutureneedforpressurewiresandriskofproceduralcomplications.
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o Creation of a “chatbot” interventional radiologist that can automatically communicate (via text
message) with referring clinicians and quickly provide evidence-based answers to frequently asked
questions .

o The ‘’chatbot’’ allows the referring physician to provide real-time information to the patient about the
nextphaseof treatment,orbasic informationaboutan interventional radiologytreatment.

o The researchers used a technology called Natural Language Processing, implemented using IBM’s
Watsonartificial intelligencecomputer

https://www.sirweb.org/advocacy-and-outreach/media/news-release-archive/news-release-artificial_intelligence/

Utilization of deep learning techniques to assist clinicians in diagnostic and interventional
radiology: developmentof avirtual radiologyassistant
K. Seals, B. Dubin, L. Leonards, E. Lee, J. McWilliams, S. Kee, R. Suh; David Geffen School of Medicine at
UCLA,LosAngeles,CA
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The impact of AI in Interventional Radiology

o Prediction of therapeutic outcome

o Optimization of patient selection

o Improvement of IR procedures: new catheter navigation assistance systems

o Education and training: development of simulation tools for training

• Letzenet al. 2019. The role of AI in Interventional Oncology: A Primer
• Meek et al. 2019.  Machine learning for the Interventional Radiologist 23



Open issues: Training data

o How much data is needed?

o What type of data do I need?

o What about the quality of data?
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Open issues: Data control
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Open issues: Data ownership-privacy

Monkey steals a camera from a
photographer to snap himself a selfie.
Gets uploaded to Wikipedia.
Photographer sues Wikipedia to
remove it. Wikipedia refuses to delete
photoas ‘’monkeyowns it’’.
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Open issues: Who is responsible for the
prediction (diagnosis)?

o The Radiologist?

o The Hospital?

o The software developers?

o The company which developed the AI system?

Man or Machine?!
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Thank you for your attention!
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